TOOLBOXTALK
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
'JSFJTBNPOHUIFNPTUEFBEMZXPSLQMBDFIB[BSETCVUJTUIF
most preventable of accidents. Due to the serious danger
PGGJSF JUJTCFOFGJDJBMUPLOPXXIBUUPEPTIPVMEBGJSF
FSVQU.PTUGJSFTTUBSUTNBMM'JSFTDBOVTVBMMZCFDPOUBJOFE
if they are attacked by properly trained personnel with the
SJHIUUZQFBOETJ[FPGGJSFFYUJOHVJTIFSXJUIJOUIFGJSTUUXP
minutes. Get out immediately if a fire starts to spread or
block exit routes.
TYPES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

ۦWater –'JMMFEXJUIXBUFSBOEQSFTTVSJ[FEBJS
extinguishing agent.
ۦCarbon Dioxide – Contains a non-flammable gas
extinguishing agent.
ۦDry Chemical – Multipurpose - contains a dry powder
extinguishing agent.
TYPES OF FIRES

ۦCLASS A: Class A fires involve common combustibles
TVDIBTXPPE QBQFS DMPUI SVCCFS USBTIBOEQMBTUJDT
They are common in typical commercial and home

TFUUJOHT CVUDBOPDDVSBOZXIFSFUIFTFUZQFTPGNBUFSJBMT
are found.
ۦCLASS B:$MBTT#GJSFTJOWPMWFGMBNNBCMFMJRVJET HBTFT 
TPMWFOUT PJM HBTPMJOF QBJOU MBDRVFST UBSTBOEPUIFS
TZOUIFUJDPSPJMCBTFEQSPEVDUT$MBTT#GJSFTPGUFOTQSFBE
SBQJEMZBOE VOMFTTQSPQFSMZTFDVSFE DBOSFGMBTIBGUFS
the flames are extinguished.
ۦCLASS C:$MBTT$GJSFTJOWPMWFFOFSHJ[FEFMFDUSJDBM
FRVJQNFOU TVDIBTXJSJOH DPOUSPMT NPUPST EBUB
processing panels or appliances. They can be caused by a
TQBSL QPXFSTVSHFPSTIPSUDJSDVJUBOEUZQJDBMMZPDDVSJO
locations that are difficult to reach and see.
ۦCLASS D: Class D fires involve combustible metals
such as magnesium and sodium. Combustible metal fires
BSFVOJRVFJOEVTUSJBMIB[BSETXIJDISFRVJSFTQFDJBMESZ
powder agents found in dry chemical fire extinguishers.
ۦCLASS K: $MBTT,GJSFTJOWPMWFDPNCVTUJCMFDPPLJOH
media such as oils and grease commonly found
in commercial kitchens. The new cooking media
formulations used for commercial food preparation
require a special wet chemical extinguishing agent that is
specially suited for extinguishing and suppressing these
extremely hot fires that have the ability to re-flash.
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS ESSENTIALS

"ۦMMGJSFFYUJOHVJTIFSTTIPVMECFJOTQFDUFENPOUIMZCZB
responsible person.
"ۦMMGJSFFYUJOHVJTIFSTTIPVMECFTFSWJDFECZBRVBMJGJFE
technician on a yearly basis.
'ۦJSFFYUJOHVJTIFSTIBWFPQFSBUJOHJOTUSVDUJPOTMJTUFEJO
UIFOBNFQMBUFCFGBNJMJBSXJUIUIFTF
'ۦJSFFYUJOHVJTIFSTPGUIFQSPQFSUZQFBOETJ[FGPSUIF
exposure shall be readily available.
ۦ#FGBNJMJBSXJUIUIFMPDBUJPOPGGJSFFYUJOHVJTIFSTPOUIF
job site.
ۦ8IFOGVFMJOHFRVJQNFOU BMXBZTIBWFBGJSFFYUJOHVJTIFS
close by.
.PTUGJSFFYUJOHVJTIFSTPQFSBUFVTJOHUIF1"44NFUIPE
P – Pull the locking pin.
A – Aim at the base of the flames.
S –4RVFF[FUIFIBOEMF
S – Sweep back and forth over the burning area.
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DO
ۦDo know the locations of extinguishers on the job site.

ۦ%PGBNJMJBSJ[FZPVSTFMGXJUIUIFUZQFTPGGJSFBOEXIBUUP
use for each.

ۦDo not aim at the flames of the fire.
ۦDo not stand too close to the fire or even plan to walk on
those extinguished areas.

ۦDo not put extinguishers in areas where fire is most likely to

ۦDo remember the P.A.S.S. method for fire extinguishers.
ۦDo identify a safe evacuation path before approaching the
fire.

happen making them unreachable.

ۦDo not leave extinguishers in corridors or on anything that
is highly magnetic.

ۦDo evacuate immediately if you have any doubt about your
ability to fight a fire.

ۦDo not play with the device or even play with its substances
because of the possibility of injuring yourself.

DO NOT
ۦDo not use water agents on grease and oil fires or use dry
chemical extinguishers on electrical devices or anything
with metal because it is corrosive.

ۦDo not block access to fire extinguishers.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1)1MBZJOHXJUI'JSF&YUJOHVJTIFSTJTPLBZ
a) True
b)'BMTF1MBZJOHXJUIUIFEFWJDFPSJUTTVCTUBODFTDPVMEQPTTJCMFDBVTFJOKVSZUPZPVPSBDPXPSLFS
2):PVTIPVMELOPXUIFMPDBUJPOTPGFYUJOHVJTIFSTPOUIFKPCTJUF
a) True
b)'BMTF
3)8IBUBSFUIFGPVSXPSETBTTPDJBUFEXJUI1"44
a)1VMM "JN 4RVFF[F BOE4XFFQ
b)1JDL "JN 4XFFQ BOE4RVFF[F
c)1VMM "SN 4LJQ 4XFFQ
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